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Brainstorming
• How can devices determine their location?

• What are novel location-aware applications?

4.1 Principal Techniques and Properties
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A Taxonomy on Location Sensing Techniques

Location Sensing Technique

Triangulation

Lateration

Scene Analysis

Proximity

Angulation

Triangulation: Lateration
• Measure distance from multiple reference points
• 2D requires three and 3D requires four reference points
• Domain-specific knowledge may reduce the number of reference
points
• Measure distance direct
– E.g. robot measures physically
– Difficult to obtain automatically

A
C
X

• Measure by time-of-flight
– Ultrasound or radio
– Different receiver or round-trip delay
– Difficult: reflections, precise clocks

B

• Measure by attenuation
– Function correlating attenuation and distance (e.g. 1/r^2)
– Problems: environments with many obstructions
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Triangulation: Angulation
• Angles used to determine object position
• 2D requires two angles and one length
• 3D = 2D + azimuth

0°

• Angulation enabling technologies
– Phased antenna arrays
different arrival times at antenna array
– VOR aircraft navigation system
measure phase shifting of reference
and secondary signals pulse

B
A
C

Scene Analysis
• Scene observed from particular
vantage point
• Simplified scene and features
which are easy to represent and
compare
• Static analysis: lookup observed
features in predefined dataset
• Differential analysis: track
difference of successive scenes
to estimate location
• Measurable physical phenomena
– Visual images
– Electromagnetic characteristics
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Proximity
• Objects presence sensed using a physical
phenomenon with limited range
• Sensing by physical contact
– Pressure sensors, touch sensors, capacity field
detectors

B

• Sensing by monitoring wireless cellular access
points
– Devices in range of one or more access points
– Cell geometry depends on wireless technology

X

• Sensing by observing automatic ID systems
– Electronic card logs, computer login histories, landA
line telephone records, …
– Location of object can be inferred if monitoring device
has a known location

Location System Properties (1)
• Physical and symbolic location
– Physical location (e.g. 49°43’37’’N 6°38’20’E)
• May be augmented to provide symbolic location
• e.g. Database mapping GPS coordinates to service locations

– Symbolic Location (e.g. Room H519)

• Absolute and relative location
– Absolute location
• Share the same reference grid (e.g. latitude, longitude, altitude)
• Two collocated devices report equivalent position readings

– Relative location
• Each object has its own frame of reference
• E.g. relative bearing and distance

– Transformation between absolute and relative always possible?
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Location System Properties (2)
• Localized location computation
– Object being located computes its own position (e.g. GPS)
– Non localized: Object emits beacon used by the infrastructure
– Pro and Cons
• localized: ensures privacy, scalability regarding number of objects
• non localized: decreased computational and power demands, lower
costs, and smaller form factor

• Accuracy and precision
– Locate position to within X meters for Y percent of
measurements
– Distance denotes accuracy
– Percentage denotes precision
– Improving accuracy and precision? (e.g. sensor fusion, adaptive
fidelity)

Location System Properties (3)
• Scale
– Coverage area per unit in infrastructure
– Number of objects the system can locate per unit of infrastructure per
time interval

• Recognition
– Capability to recognize individual things
– E.g. provide GUID to the system + external database

• Cost
– Time: installation, administration
– Space: amount of installed infrastructure, hardware size and form factor
– Capital: price per mobile device, infrastructure, and support personnel

• Limitations
–
–
–
–
–

Indoor/outdoor
Collocated Systems
Physical constraints
User acceptance
…
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NAVSTAR GPS (Navigation Satellite Timing
And Ranging Global Positioning System)

Introduction
• Provide instantaneous position, velocity, and time
information almost anywhere on the globe at any time
• Accuracies ranging from 100 (95% of the time) to
sub-centimeter level
• Higher accuracy involves greater infrastructure
• Original design and Day-to-Day running: US
Department of Defense
• Management: US Air Force
• Main components: control segment, space segment,
user segment
• Other satellite navigation systems: Transit, GLONASS,
Galileo
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GPS Control Segment

• Fife stations monitoring satellites (satellites tracked 92% of the time)
– Orbit and clock performance
– Health status
– Repositioning

• Master Control Station collects data
• Three additional uplink stations provide information to satellites

GPS Space Segment
• 24 satellites
• 6 orbital planes
• Receiver can
always receive at
least 4 satellites
• Altitude 20200 Km
• 11h 58 min orbital
period (11783 km/h)
• Last about 10 years
• Transmits low
power radio signals
(L1, L2) which travel
line of sight
• Atomic clocks for
synchronization
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GPS User Segment
• Determine position, velocity,
or time
• Receiver Types
– Sequencing receivers
– Parallel receivers

• Tasks to perform
–
–
–
–

Selecting satellites
Acquiring GPS signals
Measuring and tracking
Recovering navigational data

• Available services
– Standard Positioning Service (SPS): civil users, less precise
– Precise Positioning Service (PPS): authorized military users, more precise

GPS Positioning Signals
•
•
•
•

Two different signals for
error elimination
Signals generated from
standard frequency 10.23MHz
Modulation: Binary phase
shift keying (see WLAN)
Codes:
– pseudo random code
– Each satellite uses its own
pattern
– C/A: Repeats approx. every
300km
– P: Repeats 38 weeks (shortened
to one week; hand-over-word)

•

Nav/System-Data:
–
–
–
–

Satellite position, health, hand-over-word
Epherimis information: own orbit and clock
Almanac information: approx. orbit of other satellites
Transmission takes 12.5 min (epherimis repeated every 30 sec)
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Pseudorange Navigation

• Receiver creates code sequences
• Matches code sequences and measures shift against received codes
• Positioning by trilateration and ephemeris data
• Unsynchronized clocks → Use of four satellites
• Unknown integer → Position estimate, least squares
• Carrier phase tracking
– High precision applications
– Remote and reference station needed

Example of Pseudorange Navigation

Peter H. Dana, Department of Geography, University of Texas at Austin, 1996
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Error Sources
• Ionosphere and troposphere delays
• Signal multi-path
• Receiver clock (and satellite clock)
errors
• Receiver measuring errors
• Orbital errors (uneven earth density,
other planets, imperfect vacuum, impact
of light photons)
• Number of visible satellites
• Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP)
• Selective availability (dither, epsilon)

DGPS, WAAS, and EGNOS
• Location errors are similar in
local area
• Reference station perform GPS
measurements at known
locations
• Corrections transmitted over
FM radio frequencies, satellites,
or beacon transmitters
• Accuracy of few meters
possible (3m-5m)
• Local solution: DGPS
• Wide area solutions: WAAS,
EGNOS
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Programming GPS Receivers is fairly Easy
• Hardware can be addressed by serial connection
– 4800 baud, 8 data bits, stop bit, no parity
– Received Data is coded in ASCII according to NMEA-0183

• Sample output message
$GPGGA,161229.487,3723.2475,N,12158.3416,W,1,07,1.0,9.0,M,,,,0000*18

UTC Time

16:12:29.487

Sat. used

07

Latitude

37°23.2475’

MSL altitude

9.0m

N/S Indicator

N

Checksum

18

Longitude

121°58.3416’

…

E/W Indicator E

…
Run HyperTerminal

What about the European Solution GALILEO?

Play Video
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Location Systems with Local Coverage

Active Badge (AT&T Cambridge)
• First indoor badge system
• Based on infrared technology
• Each locatable wears a badge
• Emits a unique ID periodically
• Server collects data from fixed sensors (base stations)
• System provides symbolic absolute location information
• Sunlight and fluorescent light interfere with infrared
• Infrared limits cell sizes to small- or medium-sized rooms
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Active Bat (AT&T Cambridge)
•

Based on ultrasound

•

Locatable carry Active Bat tags

•

Request/Response protocol
– Controller sends request via shortrange radio
– Bat replies with ultrasonic pulse
– Controller resets ceiling sensors
via wired network
– Ceiling sensor measures distance
using time from reset to ultrasonic
pulse arrival
– Estimated distance

•

Central Server collects distance
values and removes errors due to
reflection

•

Each bat has a unique ID

•

Relatively exact (9cm, 95%)

•

Can be used to compute
orientation information

•

Less scalability, no ease of
deployment, and cost are
disadvantages of this approach

Cricket (MIT)
•
•
•
•

Complementing the Active Bat system
Ultrasound emitters create the infrastructure
Receivers in the objects being located
Radio communication used for synchronization
– Any ultrasound due to reflection is ignored after the end
of radio packet
– Contains a string that describes the semantics of the
area

•
•
•
•
•
•

System allows uncoordinated beacons to coexist in the
same place
Grid of ceiling sensors not required
Much less precise than Active Bat (about 1.2 x 1.2
m^2)
Implements both, lateration and proximity
Pros: privacy, decentralized scalability
Cons: lack of centralized management,
computational/power burden placed on mobile
receivers
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RADAR (Microsoft)
• Building-wide tracking system based on
IEEE 802.11
• Base stations measure signal strength
and noise of wireless devices
• Information used for centralized
computation of 2D position
– Scene-analysis (3m, 50%)
– Signal strength lateration (4.3m, 50%)

• Scene analysis and significant
environmental changes?
• Pro: few base stations (existing
infrastructure)
• Con: locatable must support WLAN, 3D
nontrivial

MotionStar (Ascension)
• Virtual reality and motion
capture
• Fixed antenna generates
axial DC magnetic-field
pulses
• Receiving antennas measure
field pulse in three orthogonal
axes (combined with earth
magnetic field)
• Pro: Accurate resolution of 1mm, 1ms, and 0.1°
• Cons: implementation costs, object tethered to control unit, sensors
must remain within 1-3m of transmitter, sensitive to metallic objects
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Easy Living (Microsoft)
• Triangulation with 3
cameras in a small room
• Real-time 3D camera to
provide stereo-vision
position capability
• Limitations
– Increasing scene complexity
– More occlusive motion
– Acceptance of ubiquitous
public cameras

• Scalability
– Processing power
– Installation of cameras

Smart Floor (Georgia Tech)
• Embedded Pressure
Sensors
• Capture Footfalls
• Data used for position
tracking and pedestrian
recognition
• Unobtrusive system
– Does not require people to carry any device or tag

• Poor scalability and high incremental cost
• Many users in one room?
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Ad-Hoc Positioning (1)
• Announcing neighbor information
– Detect one-hop neighbors K
– Measure distances to neighbors D
– Send (K,D) to neighbors

F

B
A

G

C
D

• Neighbors B,C of A define a local coordinate
system if

E

– |BC| is known to A
– AB and AC are not collinear

• Position of node D can be computed relative
to B and C if
– |AD|, |BD|, and |CD| are known to A
(Triangulation)

• A selects node pair (B,C) maximizing the set
of neighbors whose position can be
determined relative to A, B, and C
(Local View Set LVS)

F

B
A

G

C
D

E

Ad-Hoc Positioning (2)
• Adjusting direction of B with respect to
A is possible if

B

A

– A in LVS(B) and B in LVS(A)
– Exists C!=A,B with C in LVS(A) and LVS(B)
– Two cases arise

C
B

• Turn only
• Turn and mirror

A

C

• Position computing with respect to
coordinate system of A
– B in coordinate system of A
– Node C in coordinate system B
– AC = AB + BC

Hannes Frey and Peter Sturm
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Ad-Hoc Positioning (3)
• Coordinate center and direction
determined by the location reference
group LRG
– Determine mutual distances and
coordinate system directions of n-hop
neighbors (n=2 or 3)
– Compute position of n-hop neighbors
in local coordinate system
– Compute from n-hop neighbors
average center, distance and direction
– Announce computed values to all
– Node with most density wins
• Termed reference group master
• N-hop neighbors with position are
location reference group

• Additional components: Maintenance,
Stability

Location Services
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Basic Principles and Problems
• Used to learn the position of a
specific node
• Nodes register their current
position information
• Types and scalability
–
–
–
–

Some-for-some
Some-for-all
All-for-some
All-for-all

• Classic example: cellular
networks with dedicated
position servers

• Analogy to Directory Service
(useful for single-hop
networks)
• Classic approach not
applicable for multi-hop
networks
– Chicken-egg-problem:
Position of the position server
– Dynamics of mobile nodes

• Focus on decentralized
solutions

Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility
• All-for-all approach: maintain position information about each other
network node (id, dir, dist, time)
• Accuracy of database entry depends on its age
• Each node periodically floods update packets
• Accuracy and message overhead can be controlled
– Temporal: Sending updates coupled with node mobility
– Spatial: Flooding mostly reduced on nodes in vicinity

• Spatial Accuracy control reasonable due to Distance Effect and
provided position update in each routing hop
C
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Quorum-Based Location Service
• Known from information replication
– Update and request performed on different node subsets
– If subsets intersect up to date information can always be found

• A some-for-some scheme
– Node subset hosts position databases
– Virtual backbone between those nodes D
(non-position-based routing algorithm)
6
– Send position update and query to the
nearest backbone node
– Backbone node contacts the nodes of a
(usually different) quorum
– Timestamps to choose most current
information
– Tradeoff: Quorum size
5
(communication cost and resilience against
unreachable backbone nodes)

1
A
2
C

B
4

3

S

• Other quorum-based method: propagate in
north-south and search in east-west direction

GRID Location Service
•

Divide area into hierarchy of
n-order squares (quadtree)

•

Nodes determine all
neighbors in first-order
square

•

Define ordering on node IDs

•

Position update
– Send update to nodes with
nearest ID in surrounding
1-order squares
– Repeat this process for all n-order squares

•

Position query
– Direct query to the node with nearest ID
– Procedure is reversed until a node holding the information is found

•

Density of information coverage decreases logarithmically

•

Classified as all-for-some approach
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Homezone
• Well-known hash function mapping node ID on
location C

D

• Nodes located within disk with center C and
some radius R maintain position information
• Problem: sparse population → R increased
successively for both updates and queries
• Alternative: Planar graph routing → geographic
hash table (GHT)
• Similarity to GRID: sender and receiver agree
on the same hash function → no message
exchange, all-for-some approach
S

Summary
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Characteristics of presented Location Systems
Accuracy

Cost

Limitations

GPS

1-5 meters, 95%
(improvable)

Expensive infrastructure

Not indoors

Active Badges

Room size

Administration costs

Sunlight and fluorescent
light

Active Bat

9cm, 95%

Administration costs

Required Ceiling sensor
grid

Cricket

1.2m^2 region, ~100%

$10 beacons and receivers

No central management

RADAR

3-4m, 50%

802.11 network installation

Wireless NICs required

MotionStar

1mm, 1ms, 0.1°,
~100%

Expensive hardware

Control unit tether

Easy Living

Variable

Processing power, cameras

Ubiquitous public
cameras

Smart Floor

Spacing of sensors,
100%

Installation of sensor grid,
creation of dataset

Large populations

Mobile Phone

150-300m, 95%

Upgrading Phone hardware
and cell infrastructure

Cell coverage

Characteristics of presented Location Services

DREAM

Quorum

GLS

Homezone

Type

All-for-all

Some-for-some All-for-some All-for-some

Msg Update

O(n)

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

Msg Lookup

O(c)

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

Time Update O(sqrt(n)) O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

Time Lookup O(c)

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

O(sqrt(n))

State

O(n)

O(c)

O(log(n))

O(c)

Localized

Yes

No

Yes

No

Robustness

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Complexity

Low

High

Medium

Low
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